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October Sampler of the Month from Samplers Not Forgotten
How could it be more puuurfect?! The “Black Cat Sampler” is so
very appropriate for our October Sampler of the Month, don’t you
think?
But the charming black cat is just the beginning! The bottom
half of this sampler is filled with wonderful motifs, more animals, a
gazebo, beautiful flowers, and more! It wasn’t until I saw the chart
that I realized there was a white kitty as well!
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During October save 15% on 2 (or 3):
* chart $24
* linen w/2” margins: 40c = $36; 50c = $26
* silks as charted $91.50 OR Gloriana Tudor silks $68.25

Here’s what Kimberly, the reproductionist, says about this sampler:
I was drawn to the Black Cat sampler because of all the wonderful animals on it. My favorites are the black cat and the horse. The sampler was named "Black Cat"
due to the fact that there were some initials on the sampler but I couldn't tell which ones if any belonged to the stitcher. I was e-mailing with a friend who always asks who
I am working on and I just started calling it that. There are so many small motifs that it was very gratifying to feel like I accomplished something every time I finished one.
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More Snippets . . .

As an Attic Addicts Club member, save 15%
on the following in October:
* Samplers Not Forgotten charts
* NPI, Belle Soie & Gloriana Silks
* Special cuts, all hand-dyed linens

. . . of our coming Samplers
of the Month! Left, November
& right, December!

Saturday, October 19, Punch Needle Basics, 1:30-3:30. Here’s a second opportunity for
you to learn this fun, fast, and easy centuries-old technique and see Christy’s models featuring
various finishing techniques. Some of you already have the tools/necessities (#3 Punchneedle,
special locking hoop, design printed on weaver's cloth, and thread) or you may pick them up
before class at a 10% student discount ~ we have a few small kits as well ($15). Fee: $20.
Sunday, October 20, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ This monthly gathering of sampler lovers has
become so popular that we’re moving in another table to hopefully accommodate all of you. You
have told us that you’d rather be there than not, to enjoy the camaraderie and the inspiring sampler
show & share. Several out-of-town guests will be joining us. Refreshments will be served. Fee $10

November 23, 2013 ~ Our
16th Annual Silent Auction
for Breast Cancer Research,
6-8 pm, at The Gathering
Place, 1837 West
Guadalupe, Suite 107, Mesa,
right NEXT DOOR to our
new shop!

Saturday, October 26, Halloween Stitch-In, 10:30-?? This nowannual (thanks to the nudging of several of our Halloweenies) event is
waiting list only. Lunch will be served at Tess’s Gathering Place. Fee $10

November

November 8 - 11, 2013 ~ Jackie du Plessis
Workshop details and project photos, pages 3 & 4.
Saturday, November 2, 10:30-12:30, Beginning Linen This
class is appropriate for both beginning stitchers and anyone
wishing to refine their skills. The class project is Linda/
Needlemade Designs’s Tulip needlebook design, and the $30 fee
includes her expert instruction + materials.

Saturday, November 2, Decorate a Book Box, 1 - 4 ~ With Christmas coming would you like to have a ready supply of gifts that your friends and
loved ones will enjoy that won't break the bank? Then this class is for you! Let Linda teach you how to use your artwork or a printed photo of your
needlework to decorate a box that will make a lovely gift or a stunning gift box. The papier-mâché book boxes (as in the photo above) we have available in
two sizes, small $3.50 (a front cover of 3.5” x 5.75”) and medium $4 (4.5” x 7.24”). We also have sets of boxes available, both square and rectangular, if
you’d prefer that. Any papier-mâché box will work if you have a box you would like to use. Please bring to class artwork sized to fit your box, printed on an
inkjet printer (laser-jet copies will not work with the wax being used to seal your final project.) and two sheets of scrapbook paper to coordinate with your
artwork; all other materials will be provided (paint, brushes, Briwax, latex gloves, etc.) Workshop Fee $30 (box not included).
Saturday, November 16, 1:30-4:00, Flat Ornament Finishing (As opposed to stuffed/
pillow ornament) In the last Saturday before our 16th Annual Silent Auction for Breast
Cancer, join Christy for step-by-step instruction for ornament finishing. Bring your stitched
piece and backing fabric. Other finishing materials will be provided. Fee: $25. There is
no fee for anyone donating their finished ornament to our Silent Auction.

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast cancer
research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes for a Cure
cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more) with fabulous timetested recipes as well as complimentary designs from 11 designers.

Once again we’re pleased to announce an opportunity
for you to shop the ‘booths’ at this online needlework
show and send us your orders on or before Tuesday,
October 21, by 4 PM. Go here to shop!
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The $495 fee includes all kits fees, handouts, a Friday night light supper, and breakfast, lunch, & breaks on Saturday and Sunday, as well as a
Saturday night reception at the shop. Registration is limited due to the size of the room. A non-refundable deposit of $50 is due upon registration.
The balance is due on or before January 3. You may phone the shop on our toll-free number to register and provide payment information. The
event will again be held at Hyatt Place Mesa, where they have available an Attic Needlework room block at $124/night for King and $129/night for
Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. Free shuttle service to the shop is provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is optional.
It is my privilege to present our faculty and program schedule for our January 2014 Sampler Symposium at Mesa’s Hyatt Place, beginning at 5 PM Friday,
January 17, through Sunday, January 19, with an optional add-on class on Monday, January 20, with Amy Mitten.
Our faculty:
* Dr. Maureen Daly Goggin, Professor of Rhetoric and Chair of the Department of English at Arizona State University, Tempe, co-editor of the book
Women and the Material Culture of Needlework and Textiles, 1750–1950 and author of “One English Woman’s Story in Silken Ink: Filling in the Missing
Strands in Elizabeth Parker’s Circa 1830 Sampler” published in Sampler & Antique Needlework Quarterly’s Winter 2003 issue ~ read more about Elizabeth
Parker’s Sampler on Victoria and Albert Museum’s Website.
* Vickie & Maegan Jennett, reproductionists and designers known to all of you as NeedleWorkPress
* Claudia Dutcher, needlework designer (Dutch Treat Designs), historian, reproductionist, and collector of perforated paper samplers and Bristol samplers
* Gloria Moore, reproductionist and designer publishing as Milady’s Needle
* Amy Mitten of Amy Mitten Designs ~ visit her Website here
Friday night, January 17, 6 - 6:45 p.m. Dr. Goggin will begin our weekend program with a slide lecture on
some of her recent research (Several very interesting topics from which to choose; decision-making again has me
flummoxed!)
7 - 9 p.m. In advance of the February release of their new book based on this nineteenth century
alphabet handkerchief from the Betty Ring collection, Maegan & Vickie Jennett/NeedleWorkPress will help
you make A Personal Porcelain Pincushion with fabric printed in the letter of your choice. The construction is a
surprise, but we promise you'll be delighted. Upon registration please provide your pincushion letter.
Saturday morning, January 18, 9-10:30 a.m. Dr. Goggin’s will present another slide lecture on more of
her research into some very unusual samplermaking.
11:00-12:00 Claudia Dutcher, needlework designer, historian, and collector of perforated paper samplers
and Bristol samplers, will present a lecture on Bristol samplers and a brief history of George Muller, his orphan
homes, and the stunning needlework that emanated from the orphanages. Workshop participants will receive
the chart for the Emma Sandford sampler as part of your workshop fee.
Saturday & Sunday, January 18 & 19, 1:00 - 4:00 Amy Mitten’s Secrets of a Queen - Of the Second Part Mystery
Story and Sampler, a 17th century-style needlework sampler with a mystery story. Each chapter of the story
coincides with the historically symbolic motifs of the sampler. Clues, hidden within both the sampler and the
story, will be revealed during the workshop in order to discover the solution to the mystery. Mary spent a mere
seven years as Queen ruling Scotland and almost half of her life as a prisoner in English Castles. Amy will
include a slide presentation for Part 1, giving a quick history of Mary’s early years when she was imprisoned by
her own people in Scotland. Her story continues after ‘Secrets of a Queen - Of the First Part’ with a second
needlework project in this workshop. Was Mary the romantic author of the Casket Letters? Was Mary's goal to
arrange the assassination of Elizabeth I and in turn role England? Was Mary a martyr to her religion? Were
there secret messages in her needlework? Was Mary's tragic life the result of her own ambitions, bad luck or bad
advice from others with their own aspirations? So many unanswered questions went with her as she climbed the
stairs to the platform where she was executed for treason in 1587. The workshop includes a sampler, finished
size 9” x 11 1/4”, on 32c linen, and will also include an autopsy of several types of sampler stitches.
Some have asked why Part 2 before Part 1? Both parts truly stand alone. Part 2 tells the more well known
story of Mary held captive in England by her cousin Queen Elizabeth I, but you will learn the details of Mary’s
earlier life as well.
Sunday, January 19, 9:00 - 11:00 Private in-home tour of the wonderful sampler collection of Gloria
Moore/Milady’s Needle, Goodyear, Arizona
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Left, Emma Sandford’s beautiful Bristol sampler

Below left, Amy Mitten’s “Secrets of a Queen of the Second Part”

Below, Amy Mitten’s “Secrets of a Queen of the First
Part” ~ the kit ($165) will be available to workshop
participants for purchase.
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While Amy had done an adaptation of the
“Ann Wade 1772” sampler for her online
tutorials, I have loved it since I saw it featured in
Joanne Martin Lukacher’s book, Imitation and
Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition.
I really wanted to do the whole sampler and
asked Amy if she would reproduce the entire
piece for our workshop, and she agreed.
I hope you will join us on Monday,
January 20, 9:00 - 12:00 & 1:00 - 4:00 for
this special class, Amy’s reproduction of Ann’s
1772 sampler, or in Amy’s lexicon, “Forgery
#20” (such a unique way of describing our
attempt to reproduce historic samplers). The
kit will include the linen (when registering
please specify 40c or 32c), hand-dyed Fibers to
Dye for Silk Threads, with detailed stitch
diagrams for all the stitches used.
In addition to the kit and Amy’s
instructions, both written and in-person, your
$275 class fee also includes your food for the
day (breakfast, coffee breaks & lunch).

Special Add-On Kit for this
ruler and thread cutter,right,
will be available to students
in this class. Kit, $39.95
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I am pleased to publish photos, workshop prices, and hotel information for this very special Attic event. We are privileged to host these Jackie
workshops the weekend of November 8-11 at the Hyatt Place in Mesa, located just 15 minutes from our new Attic, with shuttle service available to
and from the shop. Reservations with the hotel can be made by calling 888-492-8847 or 480-969-8200. You must ask for the “Attic Needlework”
group rate (King $99; Double Queen $109) or go online to http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html These rates are
available before and after the weekend for any of you who wish to come early or stay longer. The rates include a deluxe continental breakfast,
unlimited high-speed Internet access, 24-hour access to the StayFit@Hyatt fitness room and e-room business center, and use of the swimming pool,
9-hole executive putting green, and shuttle service within a five-mile radius upon availability.
The weekend schedule with workshop prices is as follows:
Friday, November 8, 2 - 8 pm (with a break for a light supper at 5) ~ Attic of Dreams $150 Sold Out ~ Waiting List Only!
Saturday, November 9, 9 - 4 pm (with a lunch break at 12:00) ~ The Un-Played Piano $200
Saturday night, 5-??, Wine & Food Reception at the shop open to all workshop participants
Sunday, November 10, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Ebony & Ivory $200 Sold Out ~ Waiting List Only!
Monday, November 11, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Secret Garden $250
Friday: Attic of Dreams Specialty stitches adorn this functional needle and thread keep
sampler. Stitched with fine hand-dyed fibers and finished with a specialty dyed ribbon, this
Sol
sampler is a must for all sampler enthusiasts.
dO
Kit includes all fibers, linen, and ribbons
ut ~to complete project as seen in picture. All you
need to do is add your favorite needles and silk fibers.
WaNo pre-work required for this project.
itineedlework
This is the debut of a series, with a basket with
accessories coming in the
ng
future. “Attic of Dreams” was created just for us and ourLworkshop
ist O events. Jackie says she
had such a wonderful time the last time she taught for us that she wanted
nly to give back ~ and
the one way she could do that was to create a special sampler piece. And! because she cannot
help herself, the sampler grew into being part of a collection.
I am honored to have a
special Attic project from Jackie!

Saturday: Un-Played Piano, a three-dimensional etui constructed into the
shape of an upright piano, is stitched on 32ct linen with silk and hand-dyed silk
flowers.
The entire top section of the piano folds back to reveal a functional silk
interior, created to hold and store your treasured tools. Once the piano is
opened, two storage sections can be found, one with a pageable Scrimshaw
piano key bar for a tiny laying tool, bodkin or buttonhook and the second for a
removable storage tool tray. Jackie recommends you bring your favorite tools
to class so that we can customize your removable tray to fit your tools and etui.
The upright piano’s front panel has two spiral trellis stitch medallions that
are adapted to function as magnets to temporarily hold tiny needle or pin.
Tiny brass-colored brads are used as decoration and as stoppers so that the etui
balances open without toppling over. Jackie used a vintage vegetable ivory
button for her model, but she will not be able to supply these buttons and will
substitute with a reproduction mother-of-pearl shank button. (If you would like
to hunt for a look-alike, it should be a 1/4" shank in a rust/wine color).
Your kit will include all the supplies to stitch and assemble the “Un-Played
Piano” as well as the scrimshaw treat seen attached to the interior of the
bodkin storage area. Pre-work will be available ~ pre-stitching materials
available in mid-August.
Optional items:
The tiny etui scissors and
Scrimshaw sheet music thread winder will be available for purchase. I LOVE
this etui ... perhaps because I once played the piano, but it is now unplayed!
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Sunday: “Ebony and Ivory” started as just a needlebook. Jackie says, “A friend of mine gave me a tiny
Shaker needlebook, and I wanted toSre-create
old the poplar wood and ribbon weaving. So I spent many hours
looking and playing and finally found a guitar
Ouguy who does inlay work to cut bone for me and this is what I
t ~on 34ct Devonshire cream linen with Ebony and Ivory
used in the back of the needlebook.” Stitched
Wa
silk. “After the needlebook was done I needed something
itin to hold the needlebook so I created the
gL
necessaire.”
ist O
This is a big project so it is broken up, for both time and cost considerations.
Our workshop will include
nly will
the needlebook, necessaire with fob, and laying tool holder. The ort and carrier
be an optional kit ($75)
!
to order.
Silks used are Silk Bella, Au Ver A’Soie and silk ribbons. The buttons seen in the piece are also made in
class, tiny Dorset style buttons. Pre-work will be available ~ pre-stitching materials available in midAugust. Stunning black and white set!
“Ebony and Ivory” is all silk - ribbon, fibers, fabric.
Jackie says, “I loved the check fabric so much that I used
a check edging stitch seen in one of the pictures to mimic
the check fabric. To add the different layers of color
using only black and creme, I added ribbons and fabric
behind areas. The tiny fob, as check fabric lining the
eyelet stitches, creating a windowpane effect. I really like
this piece but it is a nightmare to kit and so expensive...I
do not know if I will ever teach it again.”

Monday: Secret Garden Necessaire Inspired by the lush and peaceful 16th and 17th
century gardens, using contemporary embroidery techniques, each student will create a practical
necessaire. The "Secret Garden Necessaire" stores flat into a hand/pocket-sized case with strap
closure. A variety of silk fibers will bring the garden to life using a multitude of stitches creating
paths, hedges and spectacular flowerbeds. The entire necessaire is bordered with an exquisite
brick wall teaming with vines. These four brick walls stand upright once the necessaire is opened
to reveal the secret garden interior. The secret garden interior will showcase flowerbeds, hedges,
maybe a fountain or more to tuck and stow your needlework tools.
This class will focus on all stitches and hand finishing techniques. Kit is complete with
stitching and finishing supplies, including color instructions and graphs and detailed color pictures
of stitches and finishing steps. Students should bring: magnification and additional light, if
needed, notebook and pencil, and general stitching and finishing supplies, such as pins, needles,
shears. Also bring a Q-snap and or frame for a 8" x 8" cut. Included in this kit will be a tiny
watering can pincushion, the supplies to create the topiary, and the ribbon vine scissor
embellishment. Every “Secret Garden” needs a secret treat ~ and that will be handed out in class.
Jackie is particularly proud of this piece, and she says it is especially dear to her because
she created it while her Mom was sick and finished it after she passed. There is so much
silk in this kit. There are two folding walls to hold tools; the two smaller walls are finished
as pockets and attach to one another to create the secret garden box. Each of the flower
beds are functional ~ they either hold tools or needles as a needlebook. The fountain is
stitched with detached buttonhole and opens to store buttons as a pouch. The back panel
is stitched too and attaches to the front creating a secret storage area as well.
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Right and below, Dianne’s
“Ann Bowers” ~ stunning!

October/November’s stitching: Above, the beautiful strawberry band is worked in Queen Stitch, and
Joanne’s instructions in #29 give detailed information about the leaf and bud colors for each strawberry
from the left to the right. The “mounded band” below that is worked in Satin Stitch using colors noted.

Dianne’s beautiful Ann.
Here’s
what she said in her email
forwarding me her photos: I have
completed Ann . . . . I really love the way
that the end of the sampler is even more
interesting, in a different way, than the
beginning.

The verses on “Ann Bowers”
Arise Awake Your Lamps to Take
And Do No Longer Slumber You
Must Then Trim To Waite on Him
Unto His Wedding Chamber * Ann
Bowers Her Sampler Made In The 13
Year of Her Age * * W X Y Z
Love Thou The Lord And He Will
Be A Tender Father Unto The WXY

Joanne provides the following information in the kit: “Ann Bowers was born in Newport on June 18th, 1734. She was the daughter of
Jonathan Bowers, a builder of boats, and Mary Boss. We know that the family were members of the Quaker Society of Friends in Newport.
Perhaps due to the economic devastation experienced in Newport during the American Revolution and the death of her father, Ann and her
mother moved to Swansey, Massachusetts in 1780. We have no further genealogical information to glean on the remainder of Ann’s life.”
Stitches used in this piece are cross stitch over two threads, cross stitch One
over wonders
one thread,
satin stitch,
Algerian
eye, and queen
how back
proud stitch,
Ann would
be of her
beautiful
stitch. On 35c linen, sampler size is 9 3/4 x 21 1/2; on 40c linen, 8 1/2 x 18
3/4.
sampler if she knew how many needleworkers around the
The kit is available on 35c linen with DMC ($80) or 35c or 40c linen with
I’m stitching
witha silk
onfrom
40c.the
worldsilkare($150).
reproducing
her work.mine
Above,
group
It’s never too late to join us on this Stitch-Along journey to reproduce Ann Bowers’ beautiful sampler. Let us know which linen and
thread you would like ~ we currently have DMC kits in stock but will order more silk kits as needed.
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. . . Just*Nan: Above, “Winter in the Forest & Embellishments” $17, fourth and last in the Lettered
Border Series of seasonal samplers, and “Cardinal Tweet,” in the Limited-Edition Ornament Series, $13
includes embellishments ~ adorable, isn’t he? Right, this year’s “Gingerbread Jingle Mouse” $13, which
I mistakenly thought was sold out, is still available, so we’ve ordered more. Last year’s Mouse was crazypopular and there are no more of him, but you can get a Jingle Mouse this time! How cool is that?!
Please note: These new designs are shipping to us from the East Coast on Monday, October
28. Until then, we are pleased to take your reservations for these items, some of them very limited.

. . . The Heart’s Content: Below, 2 fabulous seasonal projects, “Pumpkin Pyncushion”
$42 kit includes Weeks overdyed and DMC floss, 40c natural linen, finishing fabric & all
instructions, including finishing ~ and “Wicked Was Here” $42 kit that includes both Weeks
and DMC floss, 29c hand-dyed Glenshee linen, hand-dyed Ric-Rac & all instructions,
including finishing (button not included). Right, introduced at an earlier needlework market,
we have more of these on the way because you have loved this: “Italia Floral” $51 kit with
40c Fabric Flair linen, Flowers of Italy Gloriana’s Tudor silk & striped silk for fob backing
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From Kelmscott Designs, 3 wonderful new needleminders: “Day of the Dead Needleminder” $9.50, perfect for your Halloween projects! ~ and 2 scissors
needleminders, each 2” high, and if these look familiar, it’s because both are miniature creations (and as with everything miniature, these are adorable
tiny!) of two popular regular-sized scissors, the Owl Scissors Needleminder and the Steweb Scissors Needleminder, both very fitting for this time of year,
each $11.50. AND “Quaker 9” and “Quaker 10” $10 each, 9th and 10th in a 12-month kit series that includes the design and wooden folk art piece on
which to mount each design.

From Plum Street Samplers, two sweet seasonal designs, “Halloween Delivery” $10, 155 x 77, and “Harvest Delivery” $10, 157 x 70

Left, from Samplers Not Forgotten, and
specifically from our Sampler of the
Month, “Black Cat Sampler,” the
reproductionist has ‘borrowed’ one of
the charming sampler motifs for this
sweet pincushion
Right, from Wendy KC Designs, “Noel
Noel” $12, a lovely seasonal collection
including a lantern, pincushion, card,
and ornament.
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New from Lizzie Kate

“Flora McSample’s 2013 Stockings” $10.50 w/accessories, a chartpak with 3
adorable mini-stocking patterns ~ love the vintage charm and holiday spirit of each
of these, 62 x 86, 57 x 81, and 57 x 82, perfect for your favorite linen/fabric count!

This Inspiration Boxer, “Good
Friends Are Like Angels,” $16
includes linen + embellishments, also
includes the “Angel” Pillow pictured.
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I love this saying, and now,
thanks to Linda, you can stitch
it! “Life is not Measured” $8

Here’s the cover of Part 2
of “Holly & Hearts
Mystery Sampler Club” ~
the little Christmas bird is
in front of a few more
snippets from Part 2 ~ it’s
not too late to discover the
mysteries included in this
Christmas sampler. We’ve
done a conversion to
overdyed silks for your
stitching pleasure.
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Jim Shore kits w/floss, beads & perforated paper, each $8! “Cozy Christmas Santa” on the left
and “Glad Tidings Santa” on the right. And Permin’s “Snowy Eve Christmas Card” kit $13 that
includes the fabric, threads, needles and instructions, as well as the card and envelope
Nora Corbett Designs’ “Faerie Autumn Glow”
in the Pixie Seasons Collection, $12 chart,
embellishment pack available, $17.50
includes Mill Hill beads and treasures ~
design may be stitched on linen or aida

These Curly Girl Series kits present the witty
and whimsical art of Leigh/Curly Girl in
cross stitch! Leigh attended the University
of Kansas School of Design and holds a
BFA in Visual Communications. Her work
has been featured in national design
publications and regional art shows and is
inspired by her incredible friends and
family.
She has strong feelings about
education, believes in magic, and is quite
certain that, given a cape and a nice tiara,
she could save the world.

The $17 kits include 28c linen, DMC
floss, beads, needles, chart, and
instructions ~ (frame sold separately,
$17). Clockwise from above, “Most Real”
~ “Simple Wish” ~ “Spaces in
Between” ~ “Still, Silent, Holy, Bright”
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These charming Rachel’s of Greenfield kits are some of the best buys in the marketplace. At $16 each, the kits include all
of the materials (woolfelt, embroidery floss, and other accessories needed to finish as pictured, i.e., some with buttons
for eyes, some with gold string. Several have been donated to our BCRF Silent Auction in past years and have been
very popular with the bidders. They’re popular items in the shop and will be reordered if temporarily out of stock.

Clockwise from upper left:
“Warm Hands” ~ “Warm
Feet” ~ “Snow Folk Kit”
~ “Christmas Woolens” ~
“Mitten Ornaments” ~
“Gift Bag Ornaments”
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Clockwise from the left: “The Witch is In” ~
“The Season of the Witch” ~ “All
Hallows Needles’ Queen” ~ “Spooky
C o u n t d o w n ” ~ “ T h e To w n o f
Halloween” ~ “Witchy Moon” ~ “Witch
Hazel Thread Keeper” ~ “The Moon
Thread Keeper” ~ prices available when
our shipment/invoice is received
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Clockwise from the left: “The Apostle’s Creed” $16 is a reproduction-style
sampler with words so familiar to any of us who spent our formative years
in parochial school ~ “Blessed Assurance” $8, 137 x 81 ~ To Stitch or
Not to Stitch” $8, 117 x 99 ~ “Joyful Patient Faithful” $8, 101 x 101

We’re pleased to tell you that
we will be hosting an
accessory trunk show with
these and other My Big Toe
products.
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New from Jeannette Douglas Designs
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Clockwise from above:
“Mini Pumpkin Stitches” $14 ~ “Mini
Vintage Stitches” $15 ~ “Prim Penny” $10 ~ “Alphabet Annie”
$10 ~ “Nimble Netty” $10 ~ “Numero Vintage Pillows” $15

New from Dames
of the Needle

“Black Cat and Pumpkin” $7.50
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Miscellaneous New in Our Attic
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Clockwise from above: Pineberry Lane’s “Fancey Blackett ~ Shoo!” $11 ~
Bay the Bay’s “Stitch an Inch Halloween #2 & Happy Fall to All” ~ 2
from Homespun Elegance: “Ding Dong” $6 & “Many Haunted Stitches”
$8 ~ 2 from Glendon Place: “Come Said the Wind” $16 ~ “Whooligan’s
Hangout” $14 ~ Praiseworthy Stitches’ “Trick or Treat” $12
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More New in Our Attic
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Clockwise from the left: Shepherd’s Bush’s “Oliver’s Stocking” $8
(we’ve ordered the charmpack, but it’s still on back order)
~ Cross-Point Designs’ “No Room for Santa” $8 ~ Stoney
Creek’s “Christmas Cardinal” $4 ~ The Sisterhood’s “Water
Witch” $10 ~ Poppy Kreations’ “Christmasville” $6.50
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Gigi Samplers
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Several of you are stitching beautiful reproductions from Gigi, and we are thrilled to share your work with our readers.

Clockwise from above: Bénédicte has finished “The Lady in Red Spinning Wool” ~
oh, I love this, as I do each of the altar samplers. Gigi provided the information
that On these altars there are usually four candles. They represent the four Evangelists ~ Carol’s
progress on “Virginie Grimoux” ~ love this one, too, and must get back to it ~
Below, Chantal has made progress on the upper left alphabet in her L'ane et le Chien

Other altar samplers from Gigi
are, clockwise from below: Anne
Auriol, Anne Lansac & Virginie
Grimoux, each one stunning!
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Needleworkers Share

From Sheila’s Needle
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From Pat’s Needle

Sheila’s stunning finishes, beautifully
showcased in hand-grained Valley House
Primitive frames, are both from Carriage
House Samplings, “Garden Glade” above
and “Strawberry Blonde.”

From Shannon’s Needle

Above, Plum Street Samplers’ “Love Thy Neighbor”
and, below, an OOP Birds of a Feather design
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Above and below, original designs from Pat
from NY, who was part of the
miniaturists group that gathered at the
shop last week. The panels above she
designed as part of her Thistle Threads
casket class. Of course, my photography
doesn’t nearly capture their exquisiteness.

Above, Blackbird Designs’ “Wild Berries”
that’s part of their Loose Feathers
Abecedarian Series. I love that bird!

Above, Notforgotten Farms’ “Weep Not” ~ For whatever reason, not normally a Halloween stitcher, I
love this one, too. Lakeside’s V. Cedar Plank didn’t photograph well, but it’s the perfect choice!
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Needleworkers Share
From Molly’s Needle

As newsletter readers may know, a half dozen or so local
customers are stitching Scarlet Letter’s “Elizabeth Sheffield” in a
Stitch-Along ~ Molly’s had hers stitched, framed, and on her wall
for several years, and brought it in to inspire anyone tiring of the
many over-one parts. Molly’s beautiful sampler shows it’s worth it!

From Chris’s Needle
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From Nicola’s Needle

Nicola shares her stunning finish of Linda Barry’s “Elizabethan
Treasures,” one of my all-time favorite designs, with several closeups below. Wow! Nicola’s needles have been very busy (her other
exquisite finish was published in this newsletter on page 23).
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From Paule’s Needle
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Paule’s beautiful progress on The Traveling Stitcher’s
“Arabella Graves” stitched on the 50c Lakeside
Legacy that we suggested for this stunning sampler

A Treat for the Wednesday Group
Last week those gathered for this once-a-month stitch-in were in
for a treat: They got to see the antique Caroline Baird as well as the
almost-finished reproduction being stitched on 45c V. Autumn
Gold. It’s always such fun, I think, to see both side by side! Inset
is another photo of the reproduction from a better angle.

We love it when your BFF weekends include a visit to The Attic!
These ladies gathered for a fun-filled girlie weekend in the
Phoenix area, coming together from coast-to-coast distances.

A Lovely Locket

This beautiful beveled-glass locket ($36) is
wonderful for gift-giving and perfect for any of
you who love over-one stitching. The ~1.5 x 2”
opening nicely accommodates a beautiful initial
of a best friend, sister, or ?? ~ the one on the
left was stitched over 2 on 50c. The JBW
Design, “Christmas Pear,” was stitched over one
on 40c Fabric Flair linen with Tudor silk using a
full cross. I was reluctant to show these lockets
(I really didn’t wish to sell the few I have left ~ I
know, I know, a cardinal rule in retail is not to
fall in love with your merchandise) until I knew
I could get more, and I can.
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We always enjoy
hearing from you,
our customers, and
most especially
when you let us
know that you’re
pleased. Debbie’s
email was a bright spot in my day for sure
when she wrote, Today I have been working on
the Gigi R Saxony sampler that I received from
you a couple of months ago. I wanted to let you
know how wonderful your packaging is and the
organization of all the delicious silks. You have
the best needlework shop and you and your
wonderful employees do such a great job.

Epilogue
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Some of you are waiting for kits from Joanne Harvey/The Examplarery, and I appreciate
your patience. Joanne is in the final phase of her preparation to teach her latest
reproduction, the 1773 Mary (Polly) Balch Sampler, for Just CrossStitch’s Christmas in
Williamsburg 2013, and working out the challenges of presenting it understandably to
the embroiderers in attendance. Anyone familiar with Joanne’s work knows the
perfection with which she approaches any embroidery task, and we are definitely the
beneficiaries of that! All of that to say that her kit assemblage tasks have been
somewhat delayed while she finishes this task at hand. Any any of us know the result is
so worth waiting for. The excellence in kit presentation, stitch diagrams, and detail is unsurpassed.
Thanks for your understanding.
And anyone familiar with Joanne’s work also knows her reproductions are only available as kits. I
repeat this well-known information here because of a phone call we received this past week saying
someone had “obtained” a copy of the Ann Bowers Sampler with our shop sticker on it, as only the chart,
and were told that’s how it came from The Attic. That is simply not a fact. The caller was also asking
for floss legend information. It, of course, was not provided.
Out of complete respect for the copyright and work product of The Examplarery, and so that the
reproductions we so enjoy working with may continue, please purchase an official kit and not a “chart”
~ they are not available as charts.

This year’s 16th Annual BCRF Breast Cancer Silent Auction will be dedicated to the memory of Cathey Magill, who at the very young age
of 42 lost her battle with breast cancer on October 10, leaving behind her 18-month-old son and husband. Cathey’s very untimely death
underscores why this battle is so critical: Women, and most especially young women, should not continue to die from this horrible disease.
For the past number of years Cathey, writing from her blog, motivated needleworkers from around the world to send in donations to our
BCRF benefit, coming from such far-away places as Portugal, the Netherlands, France, and others.
Cathey touched many in the blogosphere and developed wonderful friendships. One of those, Nia, wrote: I wasn't expecting this day so
early, the news that Cathey lost her fight to cancer... Only bloggers can really get a sense of how it's possible to make such strong ties with people living geographically
distant. True friendships that grow over the years, each one is as special as any friend who lives next to us. People we remember when we have happy moments to share,
people we care about with all our heart when something goes wrong... Cathey will always be a dear friend, she will keep living in my heart. Today I leave room for tears but
tomorrow I'll remember with a smile our long emails, our talks about all and everything, the things we learned and taught to each other. I won’t be sad because my friend is gone, I’ll
feel happy for the day our paths crossed, for having the chance to know her, to have her in my life for so many years. I'm grateful to have shared so much with such a wonderful person.
Another blogger, Katie, has posted Cathey’s obituary here.
I know many of us have been touched by this wretched disease, but it is so compelling when it happens to one so young, with an 18-month-old son.

We’re so enjoying Joy Christian’s football games again this year, and watching Tyler play!

Here’s Zoe all dressed up for . . .
. . . her first football
game!
How
a d o r a bl e i n h e r
bluejeans! But how
can she be anything
else with such a
beautiful mother?!
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